
John Haile Note
Walt Isaac.Posted on: America Online (using WAOL 1.0a)Walter—m,It 
has taken a while, but we've come up with something that we can live with 
that, I think, gets us to whe—mre you were suggesting Wednesday. Look it 
over and give me a call Friday mornnig. Sorry I missed you Thursday—m, 
but I was hung up in meetings on candidate endorsements. We've got 
primary elections here in two weeks. My —mother job keeps getting in the 
way.Anyway, here's what has been drafted:     (c)  TINS agrees to 
provide —mTINS' Local News Application to NOD on a continuous basis for a 
period beginning with the launch of TINS Loca—ml News on the News Service 
and ending one (1) year after the Mass Date or Dec. 31, 1997, whichever 
is earlier—m. TINS may terminate this Agreement earlier upon 180 days'  
advance written notice certifying that TINS has d—metermined in good 
faith that it will no longer be involved in the interactive video news 
business in the Orla—mndo/Daytona/Melbourne DMA for a period beginning 
upon TINS' notification of termination and ending one year a—mfter the 
Mass Date or December 31, 1997, whichever is earlier.      (d)  If TINS 
does not cease its involve—mment in the interactive video news business 
in the Orlando/Daytona/Melbourne DMA, TINS may terminate this agr—meement 
anytime upon 180 day's advance written notice to NOD after either of the 
following: one year after the—m mass date, or December 31, 1997.        
       This addresses your concern that we should be obligated t—mo 
provide you a news service so long as we choose to offer such broadband 
services. It also gives you a littl—me on the prospective side, saying 
that we couldn't offer a service to a competing system during that time 
if —mwe left the FSN during those three years. I would note, too, that 
since the overall contract runs from the ti—mme it is signed, this 
provision carries you very close to the halfway point.        The one 
thing that migh—mt still some clarification is how we would deal with our 
AOL system. I guess it's possible AOL could have vid—meo capabilities 
during that period, though it certainly is taking them a long time just 
to get the new graphi—mcs user interface.        Give me a call Friday 
morning, then you can get on with enjoying a long weekend o—mut of the 
office. I had tried calling you back again later in the afternoon at a 
516 area code number but got—D no answer.  My number: 407-420-5195.     
john haile    


